IF I CAN'T DANCE,
I DON'T WANT TO BE
PART OF YOIJR RE.VOLI]TION

CHRONICLE OF A METROPOLITAN COMPLEX OR ARE YOU HAPPY?"

€hronicle of a Summer
Chronique d'un Ete (Chronicle of a Summer,
released in 1961) was filmed by anthropologist and filmmaker Jean Rouch and sociologist
Edgar Morin. They decide to openly test the
possibilities of cin6ma v6rit6, or direct cinema, by capturing snapshots of everyday life
in Paris during the summer of 196O, inviting
their friends, patients and strangers to interact and take part in a sociological experiment.
Marceline who works for a company that analyses psycho-socio studies is initially sent to ask
passers-by: "Are you happy"? The question is
declined in various forms to a mechanic and his
entourage, Renault factory workers, couples,

students. Their natural habitat or environments

are recorded. Rouch and Morin appropriate
reality in the streets in synchronicity with the
statement of intent in ttle Nouveau R6alisme

manifesto earlier that year. Debates ensue
around tables indoors and outdoors interspersed with references to current affairs such
as the war in Algeria or events in Korea follow-

ing a student revolution in the spring. Everything is filmed in real time with no analytical
voice-over which would have been typical of
previous ethno-fiction (except for Marceline's
off-screen account of being in a concentration
camp replayed while she walks alone through
the streets of Paris), A group ofthem even get
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Sarah Pie.ce - The quesran woullt be the onswer ta
the question, '4reyau hoppy? {aOAg-ongei*g)
2 singl€ channel dvals; 5 min,49 sec and 51 min 46 sec

Pr€viors page: Jean Rouch and Edgar Mcr!fi Chrcniaue d'un E1.1 (Citronicie af o Surrtmei t1961)

ci-tRONtcLE oF A METR,OPOLITAN COtu{pLEX OR ',ARE yOU HAPPy?"

The question would be the 6nsvrei"
to tfle question, Are You haPPY?

As part of the secorid episode of lf I Can't
Fance's third Edition devoted to rnasquerade,
stage{j irs one incarnation at ihe sata Fiekalde

the validity of such a question and w:!at tcday's
politicai correctness wor":ld render quasi impossible. Aware sf how forcecl the scenes are due
ts tl-re laboratory stat*s of the filrn, lry extensiot:

they wonder whether they are actors ii: their

in Bilbao, garah Pierce invited loc4l students
in ert, sociology anel politics to a screening af
the original French versiort af Chtonique c)'un El+
with Spanish sutltitles, fs!lowed by a rorindtalrle
riiscr-rssio!'r" She filmed botl-t rnonlents for her
?GO9 and ongoirlg piece ltie questi()n would be
the answe!'to the question, Are you happy? First
cf all she prompts a proeess of identification
* individ*ralty with the characters sr with the
project as budcling sociologists" They debete

cu!-rent sitilaiion.

Pierce creates o corivivial platform - arcund
a tatlie with foad and clrinrk -- to allo\&i for reiation ancl confr*ntat;on" She expleles the use
value and high impact of a conversation, a clialogue. "Why p!-etend the pri*teel wcrd nieans
nrsre tha* what is said between {:eople'?'; she
says. The process of sociaiising, perticipating

a*d cornmunicatifig arc seen as c$cstructive,
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thought-provoking and therefore creative.

Mise en abimet
During the third episode of Edition lll - Masquerode at Project Art Centre in Dublin in June
2OO9, Sarah Pierce screene d Chronique d'un Ete
and video footage ofthe Bilbao roundtable. The
subsequent conversation with the Dublin audience dwelled on the subiect/audience of paris
1961 andthatof Bilbao 2OO9 aswell asparallels
with the trish socio-political situation. pierce's
installation The question would be the onswer to
the question, Are you happy? will be presented at
the Van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven in the form
of a projection of Chronique d'un Etd and two
monitors respectively showing her edits of the
Bilbao audience and the Bilbao roundtable.

By proposing the viewing and analysis of this
film in the Basque country Pierce encourages
parallels between the discussion in 196O and

their present circumstances. Nationalism and a
quest for autonomy and self-determination are
regularly made manifest by ETA. The students
are given the choice to talk in Basque or Spanish but unanimously elect the latter language even though they identify themselves strongly
as Basque. Rouch and Morin's film transcends

its own historical moment and carry its concerns into the present or future,
r"itreflexivity well beyond its context,"n"fring
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- f he question wolM-be the.answer to
question Are vou happy? l2OO9-ongoing)
2 single channel dvds; 5 min 49 sec and 5'l min 46 sec
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CHRONTCLE OF A MEiROPOLITAN COMPLEX OR',ARE

An ongoinE process, Pierce could repeat this
exercise in various metropolises thus activating novel circumstances and adding layers to
the debate. The subject is the audience is the

yOU HAPPy?"

on lending perspective to a situation in order
to highlight a question that should constantly
be posed: what is the truth? The answer to this
question is surely as relative as any notion of
what happiness is.

subject in a potentially endless mise en abime'
Alreadyembedded inthe Bilbao recording isthe
distancing inherent in the simultaneous transIation by lnes Zarza from Spanish to English' An
interpretation increases subjectivity and lessens the exactitude of equivalence' Different
languages imply cultural baggage' The multiple re-enactments or screenings will add new
iayers of qomplexity or generations or reality'

Documents - V6rit6 or Masquerade?
Fifteen issues of the journal DOCUMENTS were
published in Paris between 1929 and 193O confronting, as stated on the cover, archaeology'
fine arts, ethnography, doctrines and varieties

(or popular culture). lt famously grouped the
ideas, interests, editing and writing of Georges
Bataille at the Cabinet of Medals in the BibliothCque Nationale, Georges Henri Rividre'

Pierce insists on the relativity of the original'
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and the films Au Poys des Dogons (1931 -B) and
Sous /es Mosques l/ors {1938). The colonialist sounding, judgemental voice-over in these
films was criticised - the removal of physicai

Michel Leiris and Marcel Griaule at the Mus6e
de I'Homme, art historians such as Carl Einstein, poet Robert Desnos and so forth. They
presented socio-cultural "evidence" thiough
arresting image iuxtapositions and explosive
texts, famously exploring rituals, base materialism, the formless, civilisation, in the Critical
Dictionary. lt was a tool inciting informed questioning of truth. Direct exp,osure, a multi-disciplinary approach and field study were encouraged. lnfluenced by Marcel Mauss, the French
ethnographer Marcel Griaule was Rouch's professor and mentor; he travelled on the DakarDjibor.rti expeditions in the eariy 'l93Os and is
renowned for his studies of the Dogon people

clistance from the sublect had not

.n"bl.d

obiectiveness.

Rouch and Morin's on-screen debrief takes
place within the displays of the Mus6e de
l'Hornme (Museurn of Mankind in Paris), supposedly one of the headquarters for the study
of humanity and their research base. They pace

up and down and discuss the relative failure
of their enterprise. They sought to film unvarnished reality. truth or 'v6rite' but realise the
21
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Sarah Pierce - fhe question would be the answer to
the question, Are you happy? 12OO9-ongoing,
2 single channel dvds;5 min 49 sec and 51 min 46 sec

CHRONICLE OFA

methodology is doomed from the outset due
- performance
- in front of the camera.

to people's inevitable reaction

"More wine?" -:this question posed in Bilbao
comes after a point of heated debate when
the translator could no longer do justice to the
argument due to the overlay of voices. A passage of tension is humorously and conveniently dissipated. At the end, one of the students
asks another: "lf happiness does not exist, why
did you not jump off a bridge?" A response is
promised, but only off-camera. Once again the
limitations of this documentary fo,rm are palpable.

CoMPLEX OR "ARE yOU HAPPy?"

lnvitation to Emancipation
Through The question woutd be the onswer to the
question, Are you hoppy?, Pierce continues to
express her longing for political and aesthetic
engagement and critical debate and her openness to the potential of failure. lt captures the
spirit of her belief in personal liberty and selfexpression. It questions any societal obligation to appear happy and fustigates pres$ures,
prescription and any repression of independent voice. Her art calls for action, participation,
dialogue and thinking. Here and now.
lf I Can't Dance- I Don't Want To Be Part of
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